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INTRODUCTION 

The Baltimore City States Attorney’s Office (“BCSAO”) has completed its review of the 

non-fatal police involved shooting in the 3900 block of Erdman Avenue. The BCSAO review was 

conducted by the office’s Public Trust and Police Integrity Division (“PTPIU”) and focused 

exclusively on determining whether criminal charges relating to the officer’s conduct were 

warranted. PTPIU’s review did not examine issues such as the officer’s compliance with internal 

policies and procedures, training or tactics, or any issues related to civil liability; however, internal 

policies and procedures and training are factors that were considered in evaluating the officer’s 

conduct. The posting of the instant report is entirely within the sole discretion of the BCSAO and 

is not posted pursuant to any statutorily mandated obligation.  The intended purpose of posting 

this report is to provide insight into the investigation and conclusion reached by the BCSAO 

regarding the police involved incident as described herein.  The investigation and conclusion 

reached should not be interpreted as expressing any opinions on non-criminal matters.   Rarely, 

there may be supplemental information or corrections needed requiring an update to the report.  

 

In brief, at approximately 4:50 pm on April 25, 2020, the involved citizen, who is a 

juvenile, (hereinafter, “Involved Citizen”), left his home, which is in the 3900 block of Erdman 

Avenue, and walked down the block.  The Involved Citizen encountered an individual (hereinafter, 

“Victim”) and engaged in a verbal altercation which escalated into a physical altercation.  This 

exchange was observed `by two uniformed Baltimore Police Department (“BPD”) police officers, 

involved officer #1 (“IO1”) and involved officer #2 (“IO2”).  During the physical altercation 

between the Involved Citizen and the Victim, the Involved Citizen displayed what appeared to be 

a handgun tucked in his pants.  IO1 and IO2 exited their patrol vehicle and ran toward the scene. 

 

IO1 ordered the Involved Citizen to drop the handgun.  The Involved Citizen took out the 

handgun and pointed it at the officers.  Both IO1 and IO2 fired their departmental firearms at the 

Involved Citizen.  Enhanced body worn camera (“BWC”) footage depicts an object flying out of 

the Involved Citizen’s hand.  Upon recovery of the same object, believed to have been a handgun, 

the object would be later determined to be a BB gun. 

 

The Involved Citizen sustained a single gunshot wound to his left forearm.  He was taken 

to Johns Hopkins Hospital, treated and released. 

 

As detailed to follow, when all available evidence is considered, the actions of IO1 and 

IO2 did not rise to a level of criminal conduct. The Baltimore City State’s Attorney, therefore, 

declines to pursue criminal charges in this matter. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE INCIDENT 

On the afternoon of April 25, 2020, the Involved Citizen was present in the front yard of a 

residence in the 3900 block of Erdman Avenue, along with Witness 1, Witness 2, and Witness 3. 

The Involved Citizen is the brother of Witness 1. Both reside at the same address. The residence 

at the time was occupied by Witness 4 and her two children.   

 

At or around 4:50pm, the Victim left his house, which is three doors down from the 

Involved Citizen’s residence, and walked down the block. The Involved Citizen left his front yard 

and walked into the Victim’s path, engaging in what appeared to be a verbal and physical 

altercation with the Victim. The Victim crossed the street as the Involved Citizen continued the 

verbal exchange and then displayed what appeared to be a handgun tucked into his pants. The 

Involved Citizen then returned to his front yard.  

 

This exchange was observed by two uniformed Baltimore Police Department officers, IO1 

and IO2, who at the time were situated in a marked patrol vehicle across the street at the Erdman 

Shopping Center parking lot. Observing what they, based on their training and experience, 

believed to be the display of a handgun, they left the patrol car and ran toward the Involved 

Citizen’s residence.  

 

As they approached the median, IO1 ordered the Involved Citizen to drop what she 

perceived to be a firearm. She stated that she saw the Involved Citizen take out the gun and point 

it towards the officers. IO1 and and IO2 fired at the Involved Citizen. IO1 fired three shots. IO2 

fired once. 

 

The officers then moved into cover behind a red sedan down the street. The Involved 

Citizen briefly entered his home but was forced to return outside by Witness 4 who did not want 

the Involved Citizen endangering her children. As other officers arrived at the scene, they secured 

the area. 

 

IO1 activated her BWC as she was running across the street. IO2 activated his BWC after 

they took cover behind the sedan. Enhanced BWC footage shows an object flying out of the 

Involved Citizen’s hand. That object was recovered in the grassy area in front of the home and 

ultimately determined to be a BB gun.  

 

Officers detained and interviewed Witnesses 1, 2, and 3. Statements captured on BWC 

indicated that the Involved Citizen was in possession of a BB gun. Additionally, CCTV footage 

was obtained from a security camera that captured the incident from a Save-A-Lot store nearby, 

which was consistent with what the officers and witnesses indicated happened.  

The IC was treated for a single gunshot wound to his left forearm at Johns Hopkins Hospital 

and released the same day. 
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SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE 

 

BWC FOOTAGE 

 

The following section contains narrative summaries of the footage captured by IO1 and 

IO2’s BWC footage. Additionally, BWC footage captured by other officers responding to the 

scene and conducting the firearms discharge investigation was reviewed. Relevant conversations 

and observations have been noted as part of the review.  

 

1. Involved Officer 1 BWC 

 

The footage begins with the 30 second pre-buffer. At that time, IO1 and IO2 were located 

across the street on the west side of Erdman Avenue. As the officers crossed the street and 

approached the grass median, they drew their weapons. There were three individuals on the front 

porch and one individual, later identified as the Involved Citizen, below the porch area. The 

stabilized footage showed that the Involved Citizen was struck by gunfire and an object shaped 

like a gun was thrown into the air. The Involved Citizen then made his way inside the home as the 

officers moved for cover, first behind a silver sedan, then moving north on Erdman Avenue behind 

a red sedan.  

Once the BWC audio cuts on, the officers can be heard ordering people to get down on the 

ground. IO1 calls for additional units. IO2 can be heard asking IO1, “You saw what he did with 

the gun?” To which IO1 replied, “I don’t know,” and then engaged in a conversation with 

bystanders who expressed concern, one bystander can be heard stating: “He [Involved Citizen] did 

have a weapon, we seen it. Come on now. We’re not arguing about this.”  

When additional units arrive, IO1 states, “He pointed a gun at a boy and then back in the 

house. We fired.” IO1 and IO2 informed the officers that there were individuals on the porch, but 

that some went inside.  

Officers surrounded the front yard. At this point, IO1 begins to cry and is taken to sit in the 

passenger seat of a cruiser. She explains to a Sergeant that “…we were sitting over 

there…watching what they was doing over there…and he was arguing with a boy.” She continues 

stating, “He was arguing with a boy…and they was about to fight…and I seen them….and I said 

to [IO2], they’re about to fight.” She recounts that, prior to firing her gun, “[Involved Citizen] was 

arguing with a boy that walked down the street…[Involved Citizen] was about to fight him and 

the boy walked away. When the boy walked away, [Involved Citizen] kept grabbing his 

waist…and I said he’s reaching…he’s reaching, [IO2]. When we walked over here, [Involved 

Citizen] pulled the gun out. He turned right there. Him. He turned around. He went this way. We 

got our guns out. We said, ‘put your gun down’. He pointed it at us.” The Sergeant asks, “He 

pointed it at you? Who shot him?” IO1 replies, “Me and IO2 shot.”  

Another officer asks, “Did you see a weapon?” IO1 responds, “Yeah, [Involved Citizen] 

pointed it at us.” IO1 remains in the police cruiser, visibly shaking. She then is taken to another 

police vehicle. She asks other officers to get her cell phone. An officer approaches her and says, 

“Security guard say [Involved Citizen] threw it in the grass.” IO1responds, “He threw the gun in 

the grass. He had a gun. He pointed it at us.”  

When asked “Was it all you?”, she responds, “We were sitting there. We seen them 

arguing. We seen a boy try and walk away. He kept lifting his. He kept reaching. He’s reaching. 

As soon as we walked across, we said put your hands up. He pointed the gun straight at us.” IO1 
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believed that, because things happened so fast, she didn’t have her BWC activated initially. 

However, she notes that it would be captured on the 30 second buffer.  

IO2 inquires as to “that bag that was laying in the grass, that’s where he had the gun at.” 

“Did they recover the bag? Do you know if somebody grabbed the bag?” IO1 responds that, “No, 

the bag was still laying on the grass when we approached. He had it in the bag, but he took it out 

of the bag and pointed it at us. Then the security guard (inaudible).” IO1 then leaves the scene to 

do the firearms inspection and interview. 

 

 

2. Involved Officer 2 BWC 

 

IO2 activated his BWC just after the officers crossed the median and took cover behind the 

red sedan. His BWC’s 30-second buffer footage shows his service pistol drawn and extended in 

an isosceles stance. He aims the weapon toward the front yard where the Involved Citizen was 

located. The actual shot is not recorded on his BWC.  

IO2 then approaches the front yard and makes his way up the sidewalk. Two male police 

officers are now visible at the fence line. There are four individuals on the front porch. Two male 

individuals are seated with their hands up. The Involved Citizen is prone. The last individual is 

standing in the doorway. Another officer arrives and the officers secure the front yard area and 

establish a crime scene. 

When the audio begins, the Involved Citizen can be heard saying, “Ow. My arm. I’m only 

sixteen you shot me. We was only playing man.” The Involved Citizen is wearing blue jeans, a 

grey/black sweater and blue shoes. IO2 proceeds up the stairs to secure an individual wearing a 

red sweater (Witness 3). He handcuffs him and then assists in handcuffing an individual wearing 

a black jacket, who had his arms raised (Witness 2). There is no indication that strikes or locks 

were applied in securing the witnesses.  

Witness 2 states that his knee was “messed up” and grunts in pain. IO2 helps him up on his 

feet. A female citizen in the doorway, later identified as Witness 4, takes out her cell phone and 

informs the officers that they had no permission to enter her home. IO2 and other officers tell her 

that it was a crime scene and to just relax. She replies, “I’m not relaxing.” She provides Witness 

2’s name to officers and tells the witness to sit down on the porch.  

IO2 helps Witness 2 to sit down on the porch steps. Witness 2 states to IO2, “At least you 

cool bro.” IO2 questions the witness, “Bro what I’m saying is, you pull it out like this. Come on 

don’t play dumb with me, man. While he was on the porch, did he have a Glock? Where is the 

weapon?” Witness 4 interrupts and tells Witness 2 not to speak with the officers. IO2 asks again 

where the weapon was. The witness does not respond.  

IO2 then speaks with a sergeant and reports that he had fired his service pistol. He is 

instructed to stand outside of the yard. IO2 speaks with IO1, who is seated inside a police cruiser 

and obviously distressed. “Did you see a weapon?” “Yeah. Yeah. He pointed it at us.” Meanwhile, 

the Involved Citizen shouts as he comes close to the vehicle, “They shots at me. For what? I would 

kill my cousin. Y’all shot at me for what? Y’all like paying attention to me like for what? Like 

y’all all still poppin’ at the house?”  

IO2 then walks across the street to the parking lot of the shopping center. He retrieves the 

keys to the patrol vehicle and returns. On his way back, he speaks with an officer. IO2: “The 

security guard said he threw it in the gr... Bro. He had a gun. I fired though. So.” He is then 

instructed to go back across the street. IO1 and IO2 return to a patrol vehicle, to be transported for 
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a weapons inspection. IO1 recounts to another officer that the Involved Citizen had a gun. IO2 

states that, “We see him lifting up his shirt a bunch of times…” He then asks an officer if they had 

recovered a bag. The officer responds that they recovered a BB gun. IO2 then leaves the scene en 

route to the firearms inspection.  
 

3. Officer Witness 1 BWC 

 

Officer Witness 1 (“OW1”) arrived after the firearms discharge. He assists in the securing 

of the scene. He obtains a notepad and conducts interviews on the scene. OW1 clears the house 

with another officer. He tells the home owner that officers would be entering the house with their 

guns out, but they were not going to point them at anyone. The home owner advises officers that 

there were kids in the upstairs bedroom. After the officers clear the rooms, they help the children 

put on their shoes and then proceed downstairs.  

On the front porch area, OW1 speaks with Witness 3. While conducting this interview, 

BWC captures Witness 1 speaking on his cell phone with his mother and an unknown individual.  

 

T:20:59:28 Witness 1:  

Ma, (unintelligible) I’m in trouble for this, Ma. I’m across the street from 

the Erdman shopping center, the Save-A-Lot. He [Involved Citizen] okay. 

They got him cause he’s doing too much. The police got him, mom. Like, 

he’s completely… (unintelligible). He wants to be out there pulling out BB 

guns and showing people. And I’m out here telling him to chill out, but he’s 

not listening.  

 

They grazed his arm. Ma, listen. He up here doing too much, Ma. I was up 

here standing, Ma. I can’t even stay here no more, ma.  

 

Bro they shot him. (unintelligible) He up here pointing at everything. 

 

OW1’s BWC also captures a verbal exchange between a neighbor and a woman with a purple coat, 

identified as Witness 5: 

 

T:21:06:10  Neighbor:   

Bullshit smile and dance. She didn’t give a fuck about killing  

cause she ran across the street shooting. She didn’t give a fuck.  

 

Witness 5  

She fucking shot him because she saw somebody with a gun. I wish you’d 

shut up and go in the house. 

 

Neighbor:   
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They found the gun? 

 

Witness 5:  

They found a gun. Is that all the fuck you need to hear? Now go back in the 

house and stop running your mouth cause I was sitting in my car. You’re 

sitting down there. You didn’t see what I see. 

 

OW1 conducts an interview with Witness 5:  

 

T:21:10:04  OW1:    

I overheard that you were in your car.  

  

Witness 5:   

Sitting in the car with my kids.  

I had pulled up. I was coming through the parking lot.  

I was coming across. I see my little brother walking down. (unintelligible). 

 

The boy that the officer shot in the arm, I seen him approach my brother 

[Victim] out the fence. I thought they were having a conversation, but it 

sounded a little escalated. I took, hear my brother say (unintelligible) and 

my brother walked away. So, I, from here from where that black car pull at. 

Two seconds I pulled right here. Turned my ignition off. About to let my 

kids. They come in the house. The officers coming across the street. So, I 

tell my kids…  

So, I see the officer come across the street. I tell my kids get back in the 

(unintelligible) I hear someone say, he got a gun. He got a gun. 

 

Witness 5 then informs OW1 that her “little brother” had already walked away and was 

last seen crossing the street by the stop sign and making his way towards the gas station. OW1 

asks who Witness 5’s brother was and if she knew his whereabouts. She replies, “I’m not sure if 

he came back to the gas station. I’ve been standing right here.” She states that her brother’s name 

was [Victim]. 

 

OW1 also interviews Witness 6, one of the neighbors who saw the incident. Witness 6 

recounted that a “Lady officer came across the street” and used his red sedan car as a shield. OW1 

continues to assist in securing the scene as other officers arrive to investigate. 

  

4.  Officer Witness 2 BWC 
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Officer Witness 2 (“OW2”) was responding to another call when he received a Signal 13. 

At the scene, he assists in handcuffing Witnesses 1 and 2. While OW2 is at the front stoop area, 

his BWC captures a conversation between Witness 1 and Witness 4. Witness 4 informs Witness 

1, “Your brother play too goddamn much.” Witness 1 responds, “Pulling out BB guns and showing 

them to people. And I’m up here telling him to chill out, but he’s not listening.” The BWC also 

captures Witness 1 on a phone conversation stating, “Bro they shot him. He up here pointing at 

everything.” 

After a few minutes, Witness 3 asks OW2 to be released, saying he didn’t do anything and 

that “I was just up here on my phone and I heard gun shots. You all were shooting at us.” Witness 

4 states that “my children could be hit cause this fool wanted to play,” referring to the Involved 

Citizen. While officers are maintaining security on the front porch, Witness 1 continues to speak 

on his cell phone, saying, “It was a BB gun,” and “I understand that’s my brother, but eventually 

I stopped caring. Like he do too much.” 

 

Another verbal exchange between Witnesses 1 and Witness 4 is captured on OW2’s BWC. 

 

T21:26:07  Witness 4:    

You know your brother extra. You know he is. You know he  

always on a thousand.  

 

Witness 1:  

You see how I tell him that he need to calm down and he be like alright, I’m 

calm. I’m calming down. Then he goes right back to it. 

 

Witness 4:  

Everybody want to be a gangster until it’s time to get shot. Everybody wants 

to be a gangster. Everybody wants to show how hard they are till somebody 

gets killed.   

 

Witness 1: 

I tried to tell him so many times. Don’t be like daddy. But you don’t want 

to listen. You want to be like everybody else out here instead of being 

yourself.  
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WRITTEN STATEMENTS OF WITNESSES 

 

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF WITNESS 1 

Witness 1 was sitting on the porch when his little brother, Involved Citizen, was “fussing 

with somebody” across the street. The person crossed the street. His brother showed a gun. Police 

officers then came across the street with their guns out and started shooting. The police officers 

hit the Involved Citizen in the arm.  

 

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF WITNESS 2 

Witness 2 stated that he was on the phone talking to one of his girlfriends and he saw two 

police officers running. When the officers shot, he got out of the way. The officers told them to 

get to the ground and he complied.  

 

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF WITNESS 3 

Witness 3 was sitting on the porch when shots were fired at a suspect [Involved Citizen] in 

his direction. The person was outside of his yard prior to this. The witness was in his car with his 

brother and a friend. They exited the car and sat on the porch. He heard a verbal altercation and a 

few seconds later, shots were being fired by officers. He did not recall every detail due to the speed 

of the incident.  

 

WITNESS INTERVIEWS 

 

ORAL INTERVIEW OF WITNESS 4 

 

Interviewer: Det. Lloyd Johnson  

Date of Interview: April 25, 2020 

 

Witness 4 told Det. Johnson that she was inside the home when she heard gunshots. She 

called 911 and the Involved Citizen entered the location through an unlocked front door. She told 

him to leave the home. The Involved Citizen protested, “If you send me back out there, they are 

going to kill me.” Witness 4 physically removed him from inside her home and out onto the front 

porch area. 

 

 

NON- INVOLVED OFFICER’S FORM 95 STATEMENTS 

 

The relevant portions of the Form 95s submitted by officers are as follows: 

 

FORM 95 OF OFFICER WITNESS 3 
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Officer Witness 3 (“OW3”) stated that when he arrived on the scene, he saw IO1 and IO2 

taking cover behind a red vehicle, pointing their service weapons at 3916 Erdman Ave. IO1 stated 

than an individual [Involved Citizen] with a gun ran into the house. Officers then approached the 

house and gave verbal commands to all of the individuals located on the porch. The officers 

detained two individuals. Another officer applied a tourniquet on the Involved Citizen’s arm. A 

Sergeant had also responded to the scene and took command as the supervisor. When medics 

arrived, they transported the Involved Citizen to Johns Hopkins Hospital. 

  

FORM 95 OF OFFICER WITNESS 4 

Officer Witness 4 (“OW4”) observed IO1 and IO2 standing in front of a red vehicle, 

pointing their service weapons at a group of individuals on a porch. IO1 stated, “He ran in the 

house, he had a gun.” And then IO1 stated, “They are on the porch.”  

 

ATTEMPTS TO INTERVIEW THE VICTIM 

 

 SIRT detectives requested several times to conduct a follow-up interview with the Victim. 

Several phone calls were made. Attempts to contact the Victim’s mother were also made. It is 

believed that Victim and the Involved Citizen are cousins. The Victim has not cooperated. Due to 

criminal charges arising from this incident, the Involved Citizen obtained an attorney and a trial is 

scheduled. 

 

CCTV FOOTAGE 

 

SAVE-A-LOT EXTERNAL CCTV CAMERA 

 
16.54.23  
An individual believed to be the Victim 
exits from the row home two doors 
down from 3916 Erdman Ave.  
 
 
 
 
 

16.54.37   
The Involved Citizen exits from the front yard area and walks 
into the path of the Victim. An altercation occurs. It appears as if 
one of the individuals is shoved. 
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16.54.43  
The Involved Citizen goes back into the yard. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
16.55.04 
The Victim walks towards the front gate of the 
residence. There is another verbal exchange.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
16:55:18  
The Victim walks away from the gate and towards 
intersection.  
 
16:55:22  
The Victim stops, turns around and there is a continued 
verbal interaction. 
 
 
 
16:55:30  
The Victim crosses the street and then turns around. 
The Victim and the Involved Citizen are standing across 
each other from across the street. 
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16:55:42 
Officers come into view as they 
cross Erdman Ave.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
16:55:44  
The officers have their guns drawn as they cross into 
the median area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16:55:55  
Officers take cover behind the red sedan.  
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ANALYSIS 

 

 The IO1 and IO2’s discharge of their firearms is unquestionably a use of force. At issue is 

whether the said discharge of the firearms against the Involved Citizen was a lawful use of force. 

If it was not a lawful use of force, then both the IO1’s and IO2’s use of force against the 

Involved Citizen could potentially constitute a number of criminal offenses under Maryland law, 

including attempted murder, assault and/or misconduct in office. 

 The U.S. Supreme Court has held that “all claims that law enforcement officers have used 

excessive force – deadly or not – in the course of an arrest, investigatory stop, or other ‘seizure’ 

of a free citizen should be analyzed under the Fourth Amendment and its ‘reasonableness’ 

standard.”  Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 395 (1989) (emphasis in the original).  The Court 

has further pointed out that it’s “Fourth Amendment jurisprudence law has long recognized that 

the right to make an arrest or investigatory stop necessarily carries with it the right to use some 

degree of physical coercion or threat thereof to effect it.” Id. at 396 (citing Terry v. Ohio, 392 

U.S. 1, 22-17 (1968)). 

 The reasonableness of a particular use of force by a police officer is judged from the 

perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene. The “reasonableness” inquiry in a use of force 

case is an objective one. The question is whether the police officer’s actions are “objectively 

reasonable” in light of the facts and circumstances confronting the police officer, without regard 

to the officer’s underlying intent or motivation.  Id. at 397. 

 In Graham, the U.S. Supreme Court explained that the proper application of a reasonableness 

test under the Fourth Amendment, “requires careful attention to the facts and circumstances of 

each particular case, including the severity of the crime at issue, whether the suspect poses an 

immediate threat to the safety of the officers or others, and whether he is actively resisting arrest 

or attempting to evade arrest by flight.” Id. at 396 (citing Tennessee v. Garner, 471 U.S. 1, 8-9 

(1985) (the question is “whether the totality of the circumstances [justifies] a particular sort of . . . 

seizure”)). 

Further, under Tennessee v. Garner, 471 U.S. 1 (1985), an officer may use deadly force if 

a suspect threatens an officer with a weapon or there is probable cause to believe that he has 

committed a crime involving the infliction or threatened infliction of serious physical harm, deadly 

force may be used if necessary to prevent escape, and if, when feasible, some warning has been 

given.  

 

Statements made by IO1 on BWC detailed that she saw two individuals about to fight. One 

walked away. The Involved Citizen kept grabbing his waist. IO1 states that she saw that individual 

point the firearm-like object towards officers. “He was arguing with a boy. And they was about to 

fight. And I seen them. And I said [IO2], they’re about to fight.” She recounted that, “when the 

[Involved Citizen] walked away, he kept grabbing his waist. And I said he’s reaching. He’s 

reaching, [IO2]. When we walked over here, he pulled the gun out. He turned right there. Him. He 
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turned around. He went this way. We got our guns out. We said, put your gun down. He pointed it 

at us.” 

CCTV footage from the Save-A-Lot depicts the sequence of events as described by IO1 

and others at the scene.  The Involved Citizen can be seen exiting the yard on Erdman Ave. The 

Victim walked down the sidewalk in the path of the Involved Citizen. Both make physical contact 

with each other. CCTV does not capture who initiated first contact as the camera is located across 

the street and the resolution does not contain sufficient detail. However, Witness 4’s statements 

captured on BWC support that the encounter was not friendly: “the boy that the officer shot in the 

arm [Involved Citizen], I seen him approach my brother [Victim] out the fence. I thought they 

were having a conversation, but it sounded a little escalated.” 

 

The Involved Citizen then turned around and went to the front yard. The Victim followed, 

then stopped in front of the gate. There appeared to be another exchange between at the fence line. 

The Victim then turned and walked to the intersection. The Involved Citizen followed him out of 

the yard and down the sidewalk. The Victim turned around to see the Involved Citizen behind him, 

then turned back and crossed the intersection. The Involved Citizen walked to the corner. The 

Victim turned around again to see the Involved Citizen standing directly across the street from 

him. Both individuals turned around and walked away from each other. The Involved Citizen then 

returned to the front yard.  

 

The CCTV footage does not show if the Involved Citizen brandished a weapon or exhibited 

signs of an armed individual. However, the stabilized footage IO1’s BWC showed that he had an 

object in his hand. When IO1 opened fire, an object flew from the Involved Citizen’s hands. That 

object was later identified as a BB gun. A telephone conversation captured on BWC between 

Witness 1 and his mother supports that the Involved Citizen had been brandishing the BB gun 

before the incident occurred: “They got him cause he’s doing too much. The police got him, mom. 

Like, he’s completely… (unintelligible). He wants to be out there pulling out BB guns and showing 

people. And I’m out here telling him to chill out, but he’s not listening.”  

 

The Involved Citizen appeared to acknowledge an altercation in statements were captured 

on BWC. He told officers, “They shots at me. For what? I would kill my cousin. Y’all shot at me 

for what? Y’all like paying attention to me like for what? Like y’all all still poppin’ at the house?”  

 

CCTV and BWC footage support IO1’s assertion that she saw two young males about to 

fight and that she saw one of the individuals walk away. There is sufficient evidence to support 

IO1’s statement that she believed that there was an altercation and that the IC displayed an object 

believed to be a handgun. A reasonable officer that was similarly situated could reasonably 

conclude that there was an armed individual displaying a weapon. 
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IO1 stated on BWC that she believed that the Involved Citizen pointed a gun at her and her 

fellow officer, IO2. It is apparent from the stabilized BWC footage that he had what appeared to 

be a firearm in his hand. Once the officers fired, the BB gun can be seen flying in the air. IO1 

articulated that she believed that she was in fear of an imminent threat because the gun could 

readily cause serious physical injury or death even at a distance. Witness statements confirm that 

the Involved Citizen did have a BB gun in his possession and that he had taken out the gun in the 

view of other people.   

 

While the weapon was ultimately identified as a BB gun, a reasonable officer in the same 

situation would likely be unable to detect the difference between a real gun and a replica, even at 

closer distance. It had no markings that would clearly identify it as a toy.1 The slide is a matte 

black and virtually indistinguishable from a “real” handgun. The grip appears to be made of brown 

plastic. There is an opening in the center of the grip that would not be visible if a person held the 

weapon in their hand. 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(BB gun recovered from the scene) 

 

IO1 and IO2 were reasonably believing that this weapon posed a credible threat to them 

and their surroundings as the house is located directly across from a busy shopping center. An 

armed suspect who officers witnessed exhibiting a gun at a pedestrian could reasonably pose a 

continuing threat of imminent and serious physical injury to any person in the area. In addition, 

there were numerous vehicles in the intersection and in the parking lot. If a person have fired a 

handgun from that location, there is a high likelihood risk of death or serious physical injury to 

others. The officers ordered the IC to put the gun down. They also fired their weapons in a manner 

that was not excessive. 

 

The officers entered the median area with their weapons drawn. At this point in time, it can 

be ascertained that officers began firing from this vantage point. CCTV footage showed that there 

                                                           
1 Unlike an Airsoft or toy gun, BB guns are not required to be marked with a bright orange ring around the muzzle 

that would make them easily distinguishable from actual handguns.  
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was a relatively unobstructed view from across the street. There were three moving cars in the 

area. 

 
 
 

 
(Google Maps street view from the parking area of the shopping center, approximate vantage point of IO1 and IO2 while parked) 

 
  
 

IO2 appeared to have his gun drawn before IO1, at around T:20:50:33. As the officers 

crossed the median, IO1 also drew her weapon. Stabilized BWC footage shows that the Involved 

Citizen faced the officers in a stance that resembled a person stabilizing their body’s base to 

prepare to fire. An object flew out of his hands as the officers closed the distance. It can be 

reasonably concluded that the Involved Citizen had the BB gun in his hands prior to any officer 

contact. Officers similarly situated would have a reasonable belief that the individual was armed 

and pointing a weapon at them. The stabilized BWC confirms IO1’s statement “Yeah! He pointed 

it at us.” 

 

 
 (Involved Citizen turned, facing IO1 and IO2, at around T:20:50:33) 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

Here, there is sufficient evidence to conclude that the Involved Citizen did point an object, 

which, as depicted in pictures from the scene, bears clear resemblance to a firearm such that it 

could reasonably be perceived as a deadly weapon pointed at IO1 and IO2.  Further, IO1 and IO2 

ran to the scene as they observed the Involved Citizen actively and rapidly escalating the 

confrontation with the Victim.  By the time IO1 and IO2 fired shots, the Involved Citizen had 

produced the firearm-like object to the Victim, then was pointing same toward the officers.   

 

A fact finder could reasonably conclude that IO1 and IO2 were acting in self-defense, in 

the defense of others, and had legal justification to use deadly force. That the BB gun was not an 

actual firearm does not factor into this analysis because a reasonable officer similarly situated 

would not be able to distinguish the BB gun from an actual firearm. 

 

The IO1 and IO2’s discharge of their firearms is unquestionably a use of force. At issue is 

whether the said discharge of the firearms against the Involved Citizen was a lawful use of force. 

If it was not a lawful use of force, then both the IO1’s and IO2’s use of force against the Involved 

Citizen could potentially constitute a number of criminal offenses under Maryland law, including 

attempted murder, assault and/or misconduct in office.  Here, we determine that this was not an 

unlawful use of force.  As such, our office declines to pursue criminal charges. 

 


